



iPhoto: The Early Years
I have a question regarding iPhoto

5. Any photos I have from before
.' 2002 (scanned in and then edited
0

with batch change) are all put into

'Early Photos'. I know I can make new albums

for each year but they have a different icon

and are placed lower down in the source list.

What I'd really like is for them to appear
under the library with the same icon as 2002,
2003, etc. Am I missing something obvious?
Phil Wailer

Email

as a design tool for furniture, but I wish to

make the leap to 3D. What programs are

available that do not require an

exponential learning curve? I use a 14-inch

iBook G4 for virtually every facet of my life,

but I do still have to get the old drawing
board out to be able to present ideas to

potential clients.
Bruce Cook

Email

Every CAD specialist's 'favourite' tool is

AutoCAD, but unfortunately its

developer, Autodesk, discontinued the
Mac version just before the mighty Stevejobs
returned to Apple and it has little interest in

returning to the Apple fold. So any Mac-using
CAD expert has to look far alternatives (a

good place to start is Architosh at

www.architosh.com). Fortunately, there ore

some good ones out there.

Your questions answered
Here's the deal: send us your tales of Mac woe and our resident
expert, Rob Buckley, will do his best to put a smile back on your face

Unfortunately, not. Neither the standard

A
preferences nor any ofiPhoto's hidden

preferences (if you have the Developer
Tools installed, double-click on the file

'com.apple. iPhoto.plist' in the 'Preferences

folder in your home folder's 'Library' folder to
see them) will give you the option to display
these year albums. The reasoning is kind of

simple: you're not likely to hove any photos
from digital cameras earlier than 2002! But
of course, people who scan photos, got their

developers to put their photos on CD or who
were early adopters can't now break up their
earlier photos by date without using Smart
Albums. Which is a shame: maybe Apple w,Y

fix this some day. Are you reading. Apple'






An extra dimension
I have been trying to find suitable C

software for architectural design.

j

For layout purposes, I use

OmniGraffle Pro, which also serves

iPods: music on the go
I've recently purchased an external

hard drive and I have backed up all

.J my music files to give me more

space on my laptop. Except, I now

know what to do with the music files on
m laptop. Do I delete them? If I do that, it

kriackers me when I'm away from it.

John Haslam

Email

its time to make a choice: music on the

A
go and a packed laptop, or a clean

laptop but no tunes. You can't have it

xth ways... unless you have on iPod.

See how you like it

1	
	First Ir'I) I', to plug III your iPod

and then select it in iTunes. Once this

:one, you'll be able to bring up

preferences using the

ius button.






For heavy duty CAD work, ArchiCAD

(www.graphisoft.com), PowerCADD

(www.engsw.com) and VectorWorks

(www.nemetschek.net) are your boys, and
should be relatively easy to get to grips with

if you've ever used AutoCAD.

Artlantis (www.abvent. com), Form�Z

(www.formz.com), Mayo

(www.aliaswavefront.corn) and LightWave

3D (www.newtek.com) all have similarly

powerful design capabilities but lack some of

the dedicated CAD functions of the big boys
and have a steeper learning curving for CAD

people, too. They do, however, have bigger
toolboxes of general purpose modelling
functions than their dedicated CAD rivals, so

they may be a better investment if you
dabble in other kinds of modelling.

There's also a new kid on the block,

Cheetah 3D, which is already wowing the

crowds: there's a free demo at

www.cheetah3d.com that should give you a

taster, and at $69 for the full version, it's

pretty cheap.







Lights! Camera! Oh...
I have an old camera (a Goodmans

U	 6-Shot 2025). When I plug it into my
iBook G4, nothing happens. Usually, I

would accept this, thinking that the

camera didn't work with my iBook, but I

already have photos and a few videos on my
Mac that I took directly from it. This really
baffles me and I was hoping you could shed
some light on it.

Jonathan Challinor
Email

Officially, your camera isn't supposed to

A
work with iPhoto (the list of compatible
cameras is at www.apple.com/

macosx/upgrade/cameras.html). But since

	the list is a little incomplete anyway and	 folder to Repair Disk Permissions, since bad

most cameras use pretty standard technology	 permissions con often cause things to stop

to connect to computers, it's no big surprise	 working correctly. A wacky left-field

that other cameras might work with iPhoto.	 suggestion would be to try using image
Nevertheless, you're almost always on	 Capture in your Applications folder, instead

borrowed time, since system updates con	 of iPhoto, to see if that makes a difference.

often cause hardware to stop working and		Nextstop is to plug your camera into

Apple won't work as hard to get unsupported	 your Mac and open the System Profiler

hardware working again as it will with	 application in your Utilities folder. Look

supported hardware. So it's quite possible	 under the USB devices and see if your
that a system update could have stopped	 camera shows up. if it does, then it just

your Mac from registering your camera.	 means that in all likelihood, on update has	

A couple of quick things to try: reboot your	 stopped your Mac from recognising your
Mac before connecting your camera (some	 camera. if it doesn't, then it's a safe bet to

of these iBooks can go for ages without	 assume that something's screwy with the

needing a restart	), and try changing the	 connection. Try getting hold of another USB

order in which you do things
-
turning the	 cable to see if that's the problem. And the

camera on, connecting the cable to the	 worst possible scenario? Your Mac's USB

camera, connecting the cable to the Mac - to	 port has decided to give up the ghost. Try
see if that makes any difference. if it	 the cable in the other port or try another

doesn't, try using Disk Utility in your Utilities	 USB gadget altogether.

Manual labour

2 manually.

the preferences are open, you
need to set the iPod to only sync

manually. Your next job is to copy all

the music files you want to remove from

your laptop onto the iPod.

You were the weakest track






	andh.-------------- ----------t they're r all

on there .Cu 900010 e cys check,

just in case) ',OU cnn moe the originals to

the Trash.

Let's make beautiful music

4 iPod

you ever win) to listen to the iPod

tracks on your Mac, highlight the

iPod again in Tunes and double-click

to play. And there you have it -
your

tunes are nearby and your iBook is tidy'






memory to 384Mb, and was planning to buy
an external hard disk at some time. But the

mini sounds too good to be true. Is it?

Tony Blighty
Email







if you're using OS X 10.1.5 on on iBook

A63, we're guessing it's on old iBook 63

so it might be time for o new Mac.

Nevertheless, there ore some instant speed

improvements you con stillmake to it.

Upgrading memory is always o good plan,
but we'd recommend at least 512Mb of RAM

when using OS X, unless you're planning on

only doing minimal tasks. An upgrade to 05 X

10.3 is quite cheap and will probably be

cheaper still once Tiger
- 10.4 -becomes

more commonplace and will definitely make

your iBook run foster.

Will your iBook be as good as 0Mac mini?

it'll never be as fast and the mini is pretty

cheap, but unless you already have o

keyboard, mouse and monitor, you'll need to

buy these. The mini's tiny memory really isn't

enough, so you should buy more when you
order it. You also can't use it when you're out

and about. And there ore no user-serviceable

ports at all.. if you wont to odd memory,

change the hard drive or odd AirPort or

Bluetooth to it, you need to do that when you
order the mini or through on Apple Reseller. If

none of that is o problem, then o mini would

be o fine upgrade.
As for broadband, the average speed

broadband works at is around 512Kbps, and

Macs hove been capable of handling that

network speed since the late 80s at least, so

your iBook will be more than capable of

handling it. The only possible snag is if you

get given o USB modem with your broadband

package. Since USB modems often offload

onto the attached computer some of the

processing required to deal with broadband

signals, it's likely you'll find your Mac slowing
down whenever you're connected to the

Internet. You con pick up relatively cheap
ADS[ modems that will plug into your
iBook's Ethernet port that will alleviate that

particular problem if you choose to go for

broadband, though.

Welcome to the dual-
layer cake

Having recently bought a dual

2GHz Power Mac G5, I want to find

out whether its SuperDrive is

capable of writing dual-layer DVDs

before I go out to buy my blank disks. The

drive in question is a Sony DVD-RW DW-U21A.

Jackie Hand

Email

it's not. There's only one model of

A
SuperDrive that is capable of writing

dual-layer DVDs and that's o Pioneer

drive. And to get that to work requires o

completely unsupported firmware update that

will completely void your warranty! So we'd

soy either ovoid the dual-layer DVDs (which

ore pretty pricey still) or look at investing in

an external burner that supports dual-layer
discs: prices ore starting to come down, now

DVD killed the
video star

I have a ton of VHS tapes that I

want to turn into DVDs. I want

something of quality that will work

with my 17-inch PowerBook G4's

SuperDrive. What do you recommend?

Adam Landry
Email

Assuming you don't just wont to send

A
your tapes away to a professional
bureau (of which there ore many),

you'll need some form of external video

capture device. These come in o few

varieties: USB, USB 2.0 and Fire Wire. If you're

looking for quality, USB is right out, since USB

simply can't pump the data through from

your video recorder quickly enough to do

anything but small or low-frame rate

movies. USB 2.0 and Fire Wire do, however,

but Fire Wire is the better option at the

moment, since you're more likely to find a

device that supports a Mac. Of the choices

available, Elgato's EyeTV (www.elgufo.com)

range is probably the best, since it can

record in a variety of formats, including DV,

iMovie and MPEG2 (the format used by

DVDs), and has a built-in TV tuner so you con

record your favourite programmes, too.

Home page
hassles solved

After taking out a trial of Mac, I

decided to buy a licence and am

very pleased with it.

.mac Unfortunately I do have the one

problem
-
editing my home page. I was

wondering if you know of any way of

editing it without deleting it and starting

again
- in this case adding pictures to it.

The problem is that I have written

comments about ttic pictures that will need

to be amended	 visit counter also

resets itself

Spencer MacDonald

Email

You're in luck, Spencer. Your days

A
spent using .Mac ore about to

become trouble-free! There are quite
o few ways of editing your home page,

depending on how you decided to create it

in the first place and how comfortable you
ore with editing Web pages. See below for

more information.

Do it by hand

1
All the tiles in your Mac home page
are available in the Sites folder of

your Disk. You can use any HTML

kiqu to edit those files

Picture perfect
utility lets you

nc it uses

four iPhoto library,

Go Web!

3

andMacWebsiteletsyoudelete

arid edit existing home page files, as

well as add new pages and areas.

You do risk losing your visit count, thouqh.











that High Definition DVD formats ore looming
on the horizon. OS X does support external

dual-layer burners as do major Mac

authoring apps such as Toost. So you have

nothing to fear.






The show must go on
-	
My iMac G4 will not restart but	

only goes to shut down and	

doesn't do that fully. Can you	

help please?
Colin Manning
Email







You gave us a short question, but we're

A

about to give you a long answer.

Although dodgy hardware can

sometimes be blamed (try unplugging all

your external devices first and then see what

happens), what stops Macs from shutting
down con usually be summarised as follows:

bad programs that just won't quit. A goad
first stab is to run Preferential Treatment

(http://homepage.mac.com/jonn8/as/) to

see if there ore any corrupt program

preferences that may be causing a piece of

software to hang.
Now you don't soy at what point exactly

your Mac gets stuck in the shutdown/restart

procedure, but (assuming you're using OS X

10.3) there ore a few signpost moments that

will let you guess what kind of program is

being bad. If your Dock doesn't disappear,
then it's probable that it's one of the

invisible programs your Mac runs when

you're logged in. Quite often, it's a third

party system extension such as Default

Folder, Fruit Menu or Mouse Cursors. We re

not saying it's one of them, since they're all

pretty stable bits of software. But it might be

something like them. Next time you do a

restart, wait till you're sure you're not going
to restart any further (!), then launch the

Activity Monitor application in your Utilities

folder. In the applications that are still

running, you'll likely find the culprit, so try
Force Quitting something that's obviously
third party and try the restart again. Work

your way through the options until you find

the bad guy.

If you actually get the Dock to disappear
but get no further, then it's something more

likely to have been caused by Apple. The

goad old Repair Disk Permissions option in

Disk Utility should cure most of these

problems, but check the folder StartUp Items

in your main Library folder to see if there's

anything from a third party that might have

been installed. Drag out anything that looks

suspicious to your desktop and the next

time you boot up, hopefully you'll be able to

do o restart.

If you get past the Dock and get as far as

the sundial countdown, then you're actually
in the process of watching OS X itself shut

down. If it's stuck at this point, it's likely
that something wild is happening at a low

level, maybe caused by a third party kernel

extension, a corrupt system file or a dodgy

piece of hardware. If you're not happy

ferreting around in your System folder

(which few people should be, truth be told:

far more damage con be caused than

good), it may be time for you to try

reinstalling OS X.







Amini adventure?	
I'm using a G3 iBook with a 15Gb	

hard disk and am on a low-use

Z
dial-up tariff. I downloaded a

combo update for OS X 10.1.5

which took me over four hours! Do you think

that a broadband connection would make

much difference to a slow processor where

downloads are concerned?

Could a Mac mini be pressed into service

as an upgrade for an older machine such as

mine? I have already upgraded its internal

Getting to first
base station

I've lust purchased a

d
PowerBook G4 that has AirPort

Extreme already installed. My
current setup at home includes a regular PC

with monthly broadband from BT Yahoo!.

What further products do I need to

genuinely obtain a wireless connection?

Will I need an AirPort Base Station? Am I

able, with the purchase of the Base Station,

to use my existing ISP?

Dave Moore

Email







Woah there, Dove! Step away from

A

the AirPort Extreme Base Station! It's

not what you need. There's really

only one group of UK broadband users

who can use the Base Station to get a

working connection and they're cable

users. Everyone else should steer clear of

the Base Station, unless they only want to

your PowerBook, so you'll be spoilt for

choice. However, 802.1 1g is much foster

than 802.1 1b, so spend a little extra for

that option if you can.

There's a pretty good list of kit and a

beginner's introduction to ADS[ and WiFi

at www.adslguide.org.uk, so give it a

visit if you want to get an idea of what's

out there. There was also a handy PDF

guide to creating home networks on last

issue's disc.

Contrary to popular belief, Apple's Airport Extreme Base Station

isn't actually a good choice of wireless kit for UK Mac users

which the Base Station can do. There ore

plenty of options out there from

companies such as Netgear, Linksys,
Belkin and Thomson, so look for anything
that has ADSL written on the box.

You'll also need something that can

create a wireless network. Fortunately,

just about any bit of kit that describes

itself as a WiFi-, 802.1 1b- or 802.11g-
campotible 'access point' or base station

will work with the AirPort Extreme card in

use it to create a wireless network

and will use another bit of kit

to connect that network to

the Internet.
To work with any

broadband that you get
over a phone line in the

UK, you'll need

something capable of

PPP0A and which can

actually plug into a UK

phone line - neither of


